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Introduction

Wherever we are, we assume that we will be able to access the net-

work to read our email, visit a website or download our favorite

music, and to do this we often rely on the cellular infrastructure,

especially when we are on the streets, walking or driving. With

our mobile devices in our hands, we perceive network access as

an ubiquitous service. However, we often overlook that the place

where many people spend the majority of their mobile time, the car,

is a lot more than a means of transportation. Not only are cars an

extremely advanced mechanical tool, they are also equipped with

cutting-edge communication and sensing technology. For the first

time, users are not carrying their mobile computing device with

them but are being carried by the device itself, and at ever increas-

ing speeds. This change encompasses more than a simple size dif-

ference: it relaxes some of the constraints of mobile networks, and

defines a set of new ones.

When we drive, our expectations about the connectivity we can

achieve are very different compared to when we are inside a build-

ing. While ubiquitous connectivity has come to users in cars in

the form of 3G and 4G networks, such connectivity is extremely

unpredictable and has limited reliability and bandwidth. Essen-

tially, although cellular networks at first glance offer an attractive

backhaul medium, the reality is that the load that mobile users cur-

rently put on it already pushes the limits of the infrastructure. The

sheer demand of today’s 3G users, who put all of their data over

the 3G networks, overloads the limited bandwidth and so adversely

affects the original design goals. If more delay-tolerant communi-

cation, such as sensed data, sending and retrieving emails and other

delay-tolerant personal communications, prefetching web content

for off-line browsing, were supported by other means, the 3G net-

work could operate far more effectively. We have lost the poten-

tial benefits of more efficient data transfer in a world where data

availability has exploded, including hundreds of sensor readings

per minute in each car, the need for constantly faster acquisition

of traffic information that must be delivered to navigation devices

within the cars, and targeted multimedia content, such as advertise-
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ments or information that users store in the cloud expecting to have

ubiquitous access.

To enable the full potential of cars as mobile devices, we must

be able to provide a network that insures predictability, reliability

and high capacity. However, it is important to note that each of

these requirements, despite all being necessary, may not always be

needed at the same time. A predictable and reliable connection is

required to enable time-sensitive operations such as credit card pur-

chases, while a high bandwidth connection is necessary to transfer

car-generated and other large chunks of data that can tolerate some

delays and unpredictability. 3G networks were designed to sat-

isfy part of this picture: predictability and reliability. When not

overloaded, the cellular network is the best medium for timely re-

sponses. One step taken to relieve it of the unnecessary load is that

of extending the in-building model of mobile handoffs to cars on

the street [1, 2], allowing these cars to connect to any in-building

access point (AP). While this seems to be a natural extension to

mobile communications, a number of problems arise in a vehicular

setting that have only partially been identified and addressed in the

past. There are three major obstacles to such an approach:

Delay. Setting up an 802.11 link requires several steps: scanning

available channels for AP beacons, associating to an AP, which of-

ten requires authentication, and finally running a DHCP request to

configure the network parameters.

Quality. The connection between a vehicle and an indoor AP is im-

paired by several factors: the signal has to pass through thick walls,

the AP location is not designed to cover the street, and contention

happens with regular indoor users.

Duration. The coverage range of an AP depends on obstacles and

transmit power. The former are inevitable, the latter limited by reg-

ulation. A car driving on the street passes through the area in which

the indoor AP’s signal is strong enough in only a few seconds.

Combined, these three factors have a deadly effect on the data

transfer potential between cars and in-building APs. However, tack-

led individually, it is possible to provide the desired predictability,

reliability and high capacity. While researchers have tackled the

connection problem [1, 3], the only real solution to the other two

problems requires bringing the APs closer to the cars. Researchers

and companies have tried to deploy outdoor APs [4] and have failed

simply due to the high cost of deployment. While we believe these

outdoor AP approaches have merit, we take a novel approach to

this problem that leverages inter-vehicle communications and en-

ables individual cars to play the role of a relay to an AP.

Our solution to this problem of vehicle connectivity is Load-

ingZones, a communication system that uses parked cars as relay

agents between moving vehicles and APs. The key to Loading-

Zones is a divide-and-conquer approach. By separating a single

connection into two, moving vehicle to parked car and parked car
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Figure 1: The two-hop approach of LoadingZones separates

the challenges that make a direct link to an AP almost unusable.

to AP, as shown in Figure 1, LoadingZones isolates the detrimen-

tal effects of slow connection times and poor throughput to the car.

The role of parked cars has been recognized as very useful in main-

taining the DTN fabric of vehicular networks [5], but none of the

existing solutions identified the primary role that parked vehicles

can have in alleviating most of the issues that limit Internet con-

nectivity for VANETs. Despite being stationary, they see both the

vehicular network and the Internet from a vantage point, and can

act as bridges between them. When parked in front of a building

equipped with Wi-Fi, a vehicle can connect with it for a long time.

The still long setup delay can be amortized over a much longer

connection that may last several minutes if not many hours. The

channel between the parked car and the AP still suffers from low

quality, but the steady nature of the link helps alleviating this is-

sue as well. The long life of this link, despite the poor quality and

the setup overhead enables uploading and downloading large vol-

umes of data to and from the Internet. A moving car consequently

changes its search target. Not anymore an available AP, but parked

car instead, that acts as a relay. Such a dedicated connection to the

relay vehicle can be designed to significantly reduce setup delay.

The channel quality between the moving car and the parked car is

also better, and the contact duration is longer between two vehicles,

due to a better position compared to that of an indoor AP, and lack

of obstacles.

LoadingZones (LZ) is a system that can work as a companion

to the cellular infrastructure with a dual benefit. It is a system that

can support the increasing demand of an emerging scenario such

as VANETS, and at the same time allows a cheap alternative to

subscriber services for delay-tolerant data. This, in turn, releases

the load on the current infrastructure, potentially providing a bet-

ter service for everyone. Our work constitutes an initial effort to

understand their potential and their limitations using a real imple-

mentation. In terms of throughput, our experimental results show

that LoadingZones enables the transfer of several megabytes of data

during a brief contact between a moving and a parked car. When

the parked car is used as a relay, LoadingZones enables an increase

in throughput of more than 100% compared to a direct connection

to indoor APs even when the channel setup overhead is not con-

sidered. In the end, LoadingZones improves throughput, reduces

user cost and results in a less loaded cellular infrastructure, ready

to better serve users that require real-time access.

LoadingZones

LoadingZones (LZ) provides Internet connectivity to moving cars

in short bursts as they pass by cooperating parked cars. Since ap-

plications may have diverse requirements, LZ’s design enables two

communication paradigms: interactive communication that sup-

ports short-lived web browsing or small data transfers such as send-

ing and receiving email, and bulk communication for transferring

larger data, although downloads are only available when prefetch-

ing content at a relay is supported. The application determines the
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Figure 2: LoadingZones multi-layered architecture

specific style of communication, but LZ hides the complexity of

supporting the distinct communication styles from the application.

System Design. The key design feature of LZ is a clear distinc-

tion between the role of a moving vehicle and that of a parked one.

When a moving car has an interactive communication request, it

initiates the search for a parked car to connect to. The parked ve-

hicle acts as a relay to the Internet for the moving vehicle for as

long as that connection lasts. Since bulk communication does not

require any responses, LZ includes a local queuing system that re-

sides locally on each vehicle to store the bulk data for uploading

(or downloading in the case of prefetched data at a parked car).

In the queuing system, a queue manager establishes a new queue

for each application with bulk data. Applications can then con-

tinuously enqueue their data and continue their normal operations.

This time when a connection between a moving and a parked ve-

hicle happens, the moving car starts sending data to the parked car.

The transmission order is determined by the scheduler, which can

implement specific policies to guarantee fairness across applica-

tions. Since the channel between the vehicles generally has higher

throughput than the channel between the parked car and the indoor

AP, the relay does not forward the data immediately, but caches

it in its own queue first. In this way, for the duration of the con-

nection, the Internet connection is free for servicing interactive re-

quests. A similar procedure happens in the opposite direction, with

prefetched data such as map updates or local advertisements.

Implementation. We implemented a prototype of LZ using the

Illinois Vehicular Project (IVP) [6] In IVP, devices are being in-

stalled in University of Illinois service vehicles that normally oper-

ate within the campus boundaries. The university campus, as with

many other campuses worldwide, has good Wi-Fi coverage that in-

cludes all university-owned buildings, and extends to a large por-

tion of the outdoor campus area.

Connectivity is automated by a number of scripts running in the

background. First, the GPS receiver measures location and current

speed to determine whether the vehicle is parked or moving. In

a parked vehicle, a background process tries to locate the campus

network and associate with it. Once associated, the parked vehicle

broadcasts a beacon over the car-to-car interface. Upon establish-

ing a connection with a moving car, the interactive connectivity

is supported using NAT, IP forwarding and the iptables MAS-

QUERADE policy. For bulk communication, the local queuing sys-

tem simply binds to a local socket that applications can connect to

and send messages to at any time. Applications must be specifi-

cally programmed to send messages to the queue. Beyond the local

queue, however, applications do not have to implement any par-

ticular intelligence for sending packets through the network. They

simply specify during enqueue the recipient’s address and port.

The queue and message passing system is built to handle both

small messages (e.g. sensor readings) and large messages (e.g., im-

ages and videos). For fairness, an independent queue is created for
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Figure 3: Average PER during a

contact.
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Figure 4: Link duration to an AP
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Figure 5: Total traffic delivered per

contact.

data from each individual application. When a car-to-car connec-

tion is available, a scheduler is triggered and starts pulling packets

from the queues according to its policy (the default is Round Robin

for our prototype). The messages are then transferred and stored in

the queue of the parked vehicle, where another scheduler dequeues

and transmits them to the AP once the network is idle (i.e., the

interactive applications do not require any bandwidth). Upon the

messages’ arrival at the destination, the data is simply passed to the

specified port.

Evaluation

We compared LZ’s performance to using a direct connection to an

indoor AP. In both cases, we ran experiments with the moving car

driving at 15 and 30mph to evaluate the impact of speed on system

performance. In high mobility scenarios, automatic rate adapta-

tion algorithms are known to perform poorly due to slow reactivity,

which keeps them in a less than optimal state all of the time. For

this reason, we turned off rate adaptation.

Delay. Connection setup time accounts for three operations:

scanning time, association and authentication, and IP setup. The

impact of security is substantial due to the additional overhead re-

quired. Our experiments show that the use of WPA2 accounts for

more than 33% of the total connection time. Our experiments show

that the average time of a successful connection setup, including as-

sociation, authentication and DHCP, is not significantly influenced

by mobility. Regardles of whether the car was parked or moving,

the average time is 8.8s, with a variance of less than 2s. However,

these values are computed only for the successful connections, ig-

noring timeouts. In our experiments, only 54% of the connection

attempts worked on the first try. This is mainly due to the poor

channel quality. 18% succeeded after the first timeout, 11% af-

ter 2 timeouts, and the remaining required even more retries. The

key observation here is that parked vehicles have enough time to

eventually recover from these timeouts. A moving vehicle, on the

other hand, has a limited time to connect to to an AP before leav-

ing its coverage range. As a result, for vehicles moving at 15mph,

the success rate was approximately 90% and decreased to 57.14%

when for 30mph.

Quality. To measure the quality, and next duration, of a connec-

tion, we isolated the effect of association by establishing an ad hoc

link between two IVP devices. We then placed one of them in a car,

and drove it at different speeds. We measured the packet reception

rate at the other device placing it inside a building first, to emulate

the channel to an infrastructure AP, as in the single-hop approach.

We then repeated our experiments with the second device outdoors,

in a parking spot on the street shoulder, to emulate the channel with

a parked vehicle. We measured the packet error rate (PER) for each

link from the moment the first message was received to the moment

the last one reached the destination. We define a contact as the in-

terval between the moment the success rate is higher than 0.3 for

the first time, until it reaches the same value for the last time before

the connection fades out completely.

At low data rates, the robustness of the modulation scheme and

coding dominates the effect of mobility or AP placement, and all

configurations have a similar PER (see Figure 3). However, as data

rate increases, more aggressive modulation schemes are required,

and the robustness of coding is sacrificed to improve the bandwidth.

In these configurations, speed has a severe impact on the channel

quality. This impact is higher for connections to an indoor AP.

Duration. Channel quality considered alone is not representa-

tive of contact performance, since it does not indicate how long the

contact was. As expected, faster speeds result in shorter contacts,

and the line-of-sight channel with a parked vehicle enables contacts

that can last more than twice as long as those with an indoor AP at

the same data rate (see Figure 4).

Throughput. As always, throughput must be the deciding met-

ric. To understand the total amount of data that can ideally be trans-

ferred using the LZ as compared to the single-hop approach, we

evaluate the aggregate effects of quality and duration (see Figure 5).

The higher throughput to the parked vehicles is a consequence of

comparable or lower PER and longer contact durations. Our exper-

imental results show that LZ enables opportunistic data delivery of

large volumes of data over a single contact, and unleashes the po-

tential role of VANETs as an ubiquitous opportunistic mobile net-

work. LoadingZones is a first effort in understanding the potential

of cooperation between vehicles to expand the range of cheap, high

bandwidth links that are so far confined to indoor environments.
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